BAC WIPING STAIN & UNIVERSAL D'
...offering the warm, rich wood tone colors that enhance the natural beauty of wood.

Stains shown on various wood species: Ash, Birch, Maple, Cherry, and Walnut

Pearlwood on Birch SW 3223
Mission Oak on Cherry SW 3220
Gourmet Oak on Birch SW 3210
Sedona on Cherry SW 3227
Butternut on Ash SW 3224
Sugar Maple on Maple SW 3208
Blackberry on Cherry SW 3231
Bronze Walnut on Walnut SW 3219
Colonial Cherry on Cherry SW 3218

STAIN REFERENCE
MULTI-STEP FINISH

Example shown:
Golden Hickory SW 3206 • Cherry Panel

NOTE: These specially processed color chips have been created as a close representation of actual stained wood. Due to natural variations of color and grain in different wood species and variations in sanding, staining, and finishing techniques, the final stain color will vary. We recommend that all stains be tested before application for color approval.
TO ACHIEVE RICH, BRIGHT, DEEP COLORS YOU CAN’T GET WITH JUST A WIPING STAIN...

- Use the Dye Stain Concentrate to obtain the large movements in color to achieve darker colors, without risking topcoat issues.
- In a two-step system you can obtain 75% of the color with the dye stain, and then apply and wipe clean the BAC Wiping Stain to obtain the final color.
- Universal Dye Stain Concentrates can be used to make solvent and water dye type stains, dye toners, shade stains, and water reducible dye wiping stains.

ADVANTAGES

- Ultra Strong — at least 10 times stronger than conventional dye stains.
- Reducible with a variety of solvents and with water. Typical reductions: 1 part Dye Stain to 5 to 15 parts reducer.
- Color palette of seven bright clean colors.
- Can be used under all Sher-Wood® solvent and water based clears.

Universal Dye Stain Concentrates can be used in conjunction with a Sher-Wood® BAC Wiping Stain to produce a two-step color that has additional brightness and grain definition.

The Universal Dye Stain Concentrate would be reduced as recommended and be applied directly to the wood to obtain the initial underlying color. After the dye stain has dried, the BAC Wiping Stain can be applied, either over a wash coat or directly to the dye stain, adding additional color to the flake and pore of the wood.

BORDEAUX (S61R506)
BROWN (S61N502)
BLACK (S61B500)
ORANGE (S61E501)
RED (S61R503)
BLUE (S61L505)
YELLOW (S61Y504)
BAC WIPING STAIN AND UNIVERSAL DYE STAIN CONCENTRATE

Sher-Wood® BAC Wiping Stains and Universal Dye Stain Concentrates allow for the widest range of colors and finished looks, and provide added benefits that include:

COLOR BREADTH

This palette represents the most popular choices for stain colors, all of which are immediately available using base colors and in-store tinting. Custom colors can also be matched by your local Sherwin-Williams store. With the ability to shade and blend to create different colors, Sher-Wood® BAC Wiping Stains provide a spectrum of color choice.

COMPATIBILITY

These stains are compatible with our Sher-Wood® product line of high quality dye stain concentrates, sealers, and a variety of topcoats.

REGULATORY EASE

Sher-Wood® BAC Wiping Stains meet the Federal HAPs rule for wood finishes as packaged, while the Universal Dye Stain Concentrates can be reduced using water and a variety of solvents for full flexibility.

CLARITY AND AUTHENTICITY

Both the Sher-Wood® BAC Wiping Stain and the Universal Dye Stain Concentrate offer outstanding clarity to make achieving any finish look easy. However, because no two trees are identical, wood can be expected to differ in both color and graining. The natural tone of fine woods owes most of its charm to these variations in color and grain.

FLEXIBILITY

The combination of Sher-Wood® BAC Wiping Stains and Sher-Wood® Universal Dye Stain Concentrates, in a two-step stain application, provides color flexibility to meet all of your wood finishing requirements.

With over 4,000 locations across North America, you can be sure that there is a Sherwin-Williams store nearby for all of your stain mixing and matching requirements. For more information about any of our products or services, visit your local Sherwin-Williams store, call 1-800-524-5979 to talk to one of our representatives or visit our website at www.sherwin-williams.com.